
If you're arrested

Volunteer Legal Observers 
(wearing orange fluorescent 
vests) are monitoring the police 
and recording arrests to help us 
challenge police abuse. 

No Comment

Under what power

Legal Observers are 
present

Ask police if you are legally 
required to do something they ask 
of you. Ask them what power they 
are operating under.

You only have to give details to 
police if you are arrested or 
witness a crime. You don't have to
answer questions. Stick to 'no 
comment'.

A group of volunteers is ready 
to help you - when the police ask
if you want a friend to be 
contacted you can give the 
number of the legal support line 
below and we'll support you.

If you are arrested you only 
need to give you name, address, 
date of birth, place of birth and 
nationality, that's all.

Don't accept a duty solicitor, 
you have the right to a solicitor of 
your choice - for this protest we 
recommend using Clare Ryan, 
number below.

It's not recommended to accept 
a caution.
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Backoffice: 07592 909 495
Call our legal support line if you are arrested:

Good solicitor to use if arrested: 

Clare Ryan: 07977 000 312

Useful Contacts:

.

email: activists_legal@protonmail.com
www.scottishactivistlegalproject.co.uk

Scottish Activist Legal Project is a group of volunteers and activists  
supporting environmental and social justice activism.

.

The police have no right to stop and search you, except if you are 
suspected of committing certain crimes, such as possession of 
drugs, or theft. They must have good reason to suspect you and 
must state the specific crime they suspect you of.
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